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Abstract

This paper develops a dynamic model of general imperfect competition by
embedding the Shapley-Shubik model of market games into an overlapping
generations framework. Existence of an open market equilibrium where there
is trading at each post is demonstrated when there are an arbitrary (finite)
number of commodities in each period and an arbitrary (finite) number of
consumers in each generation. The open market equilibria are fully charac-
terized when there is a single consumption good in each period and it is shown
that stationary open market equilibria exist if endowments are not Pareto
optimal. Two examples are also given. The first calculates the stationary
equilibrium in an economy, and the second shows that the on replicating the
economy the stationary equilibria converge to the unique non-autarky sta-
tionary equilibrium in the corresponding Walrasian overlapping generations
economy. Preliminary on-going work indicates the possibility of cycles and
other fluctuations even in the log-linear economy.

J.E.L. Classification Numbers: D50, D91, C72.
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1 Introduction

The challenge for general equilibrium analysis is to extend the Arrow-Debreu-

Mckenzie model in such a way that features of actual markets can be ex-

plained. In this paper we combine two streams of literatures which in them-

selves have proved to be extremely fertile in this endeavor - the overlapping

generations model and market games. The objective is to close a gap by

developing a dynamic model of imperfect competition at the same level of

generality as the Arrow-Debreu-McKenzie model. In addition the model de-

veloped is tractable and amenable to the program of studying the working

of markets.

The overlapping generations model developed by Allais [1] and Samuel-

son [13] has been the leading infinite horizon general equilibrium model as

it incorporates agent heterogeneity and finite lives of consumers (see also

Balasko, Cass, and Shell [2], Balasko and Shell [3]). The overlapping gener-

ations model has been used extensively to not only increase our understand-

ing of infinite horizon economies and economic fluctuations but also to study

money, public finance, development issues, international economics, etc. (see

Geanakoplos and Polemarchakis [8] and Shell and Smith [16] for surveys and

more complete references). However, the model assumes Walrasian behavior

on the part of agents which is not satisfactory in small economies and does

not develop a process by which prices are determined.



To study strategic behavior while maintaining the methodology of gen-

eral equilibrium theory, two main models have been used for a Cournotian

foundation of the Walrasian model: the Cournot-Walras model of Gabszewicz

and Vial [71, and the the market game of Shapley and Shubik [15] (see also

Shapley [14]). In both of the models as the number of agents becomes large,

the equilibrium outcomes are Walrasian (see Gabszewicz and Vial [7], Dubey,

Mas-Colell, and Shubik [5], Mas-Colell [9], and Postlewaite and Schmeidler

[121). We work with the market game model, as non- existence of equilib-

rium is a problem in the Cournot-Walras model (see Dierker and Grodal [4],

Gabszewicz and Vial [7], and Mas-Colell [9]), and because the market game

model has been helpful in studying market uncertainty (Peck and Shell [10]),

monetary phenomenon, bankruptcy, etc. Unlike the Cournot-Walras model

the market game model describes a rule by which prices are determined in

markets. While in a large part of the literature a specific price determin-

ing rule has been used (which we adopt as well) it can be amended and

generalized.

The models however that have been studied in the literature so far

have been static except for the paper of Forges and Peck [6]. In this paper

a similar economy with a single good in each period and a continuum of

identical consumers in each generation is used to examine the relationship

between correlated equilibria and sunspot equilibria.



We develop a general model where agents live for two periods I and

trade according to the rules of the market game. The market game is in the

form modified to remove any inessential asymmetries (see Postlewaite and

Schmeidler [12], Peck and Shell [10], and Peck, Shell, and Spear [11]). Each

consumer offers commodities in the endowment for sale at a market or trading

post (where only one commodity is traded), and bids a non-negative amount

as well. There are no liquidity constraints and the general purchasing power

can be transferred from one market to another through inside money. In the

general formulation there is no restriction on number of commodities in each

period, or the number of consumers in each generation. First, we study the

existence of a perfect foresight Nash equilibrium where all the markets are

open, i.e., a non-zero quantity is offered for sale and a non-zero amount (of

inside money) is bid for the commodities. We show that there always exists

such an equilibrium. Second, we study further properties of open market

equilibria (we restrict here to a single consumption good in each period).

We give a complete characterization of the equilibria. Using this character-

ization we show that if the endowments of the consumers are not Pareto

efficient then there always exists open market stationary equilibria. These

stationary equilibria exist when consumers are restricted to offer their entire

endowments for sale, as well as when there are no restrictions. This points to

1 This is not a restriction for establishing the existence of a Nash equilibrium under
our maintained assumptions, The argument of Balasko, Cass, and Shell [2] for compet-
itive overlapping generations economies applies as well to the imperfectly competitive
economies.
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a potential multplicity of stationary equilibria. Next, we give two examples.

In the first example for a log-linear economy we calculate these stationary

equilibria. In the second example we see if the result of convergence to the

Walrasian equilibria still holds as the number of consumers (now in each

generation) becomes large. We find that is indeed the case. The interesting

thing is that all the open market stationary equilibria converge to the unique

Walrasian non-autarky stationary equilibrium.

Our project extends beyond the results presented in this paper in

three directions. First, as we can get explicit characterizations of equilibria

we wish to do simulations which will give a clearer understanding of the

equilibrium set. Secondly, we are studying the non-stationary dynamics of

the model. In this, there are two directions. The first is to study dynamics

under different forecasting rules, and the second is to get endogenous self-

fulfilling fluctuations especially in terms of market liquidity. This has been

done for exogenous randomizing devices (see Forges and Peck [6] and Peck

and Shell [10]). The third direction is to generalize the allocation rule and

weaken the strong restrictions placed on the characteristics of the consumers.

We would like to obtain a convergence result for this general economy.

The plan of the paper is as follows. In section 2 the model is outlined.

Section 3 contains the existence result, and section 4 covers characterization

of perfect foresight open market equilibria, and the result on existence of

stationary equilibria. The examples are in section 5.
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2 The Model

There are t 1, 2, ... periods, with an arbitrary finite number of commodities

2 < It + 1 < co in each period. The commodity 0 in each time period is

inside fiat money. The commodities 1 = 1, , It are perishable and there is

no production in the economy. In each period a finite number of consumers

are born who live for two periods. Thus, each generation consists of 1 <

#Gt < co consumers. A consumer is indexed by (t, h) denoting the date of

birth and name. In period 1 there is a generation of 'old' consumers who live

for only one period, h E Go,1 < #G0 < co.

The consumption sets of the consumers are the non-negative orthants.

xh=4=-(4;1,42,...,xh1'11) E g2 14 for h E Go

and

f t	 ti-1)	 f t,1	 t,It	 t+I	 t-1-1,1t+'
Xh = k t h , xh	 kXh	 Xh X h	 ,...,Xh	 ) E 3C+ 1- for h E Gt ,t > 1.

The endowment of each consumer lait,h lies in the interior of the con-

sumption set. The utility function, U tm of each consumer is defined over the

consumption set, is strictly increasing, smooth, and strictly concave on the

interior of the consumption set. Also, the closure in the consumption set of

each indifference surface from the interior is contained in the interior. The

boundary of the consumption set is the indifference surface of least utility.

We now define the market game. In each period t there are It trading

posts. For each (Arrow-Debreu) consumption good there is a single trading
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post where it is exchanged for money. Consumer (t, h) offers a non-negative

quantity of commodity (s, 1), qt,/t , s = t,t 1, / 1, ... ,1., at trading post

(3,1) (consumers in generation 0 trade only in period 1). The consumer (t, h)

also bids a non-negative quantity of money, bst :,,, s = t, t + 1,1 = 1,... ,Is

at trading post 3,1. Thus, the offers and bids are given by the vectors

qt,k = 
(qt

 t o qt2-1;21 =	 ,qtt,Iht	 7itt+hi,it+,•) and bt,h = ( btt,h, bte+h1 ) —
(b2t:th,	 b tt: 11: b tt -Fh1,1	 btetil t , •) respectively for h E Gt , t > 1. For h E Go

we write qo,h =and bo,h = (kh ) = ( 1,14 ,•••, blo:10 •(9O,h) =	• • • ' VA )	 As

the offers are made in terms of the commodities they cannot exceed the en-

dowment of the commodity, i.e., we have, 9,51, < hi , s = 1, t + 1, 1 = 1, , 13.

The strategy set of consumer (t, h) is given as follows.

	

Sh = {(bh , qh ) E	 : 9h < h } for h E Go	 (1)

and

Sh = {(bh,qh) E .442(it-vit+i) •<• qh  wk} for h E Gt, t > 1.	 (2)

We denote a strategy profile for all the consumers as a (st,h)hect, >o =

(be ,h , qt,h)h€G t , t>0, and the cr_ t7h denotes the strategies of all consumers other

than consumer (t, h).

The trading process is as follows.

The total amount of the commodity offered at the trading post (t, 1),

	

EhEGt–IUGt 	 to nonbankrupt consumers in proportionis allocated
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to their bids for the commodities. Consumer (s, h)'s (s t — 1, t) proportion
tr

of the bids for commodity (t, 1) is	 where 13 t,/	 EhEat_iuGt bk i Thus,

tt

the gross allocation of the commodity to the consumer is
b^ Qt
	 r . Similarly,

the total amount of money bid at trading post (t, 	 Bt'l

is allocated to consumers in proportion to their offers for the commodities.

Consumer (s, h)'s (s = t — 1, t) proportion of the offers for commodity (t,l)
til

Qt ,his	 where Qt,I = thEc t _ iuc t 	 Thus, the gross allocation of money inQt,t

ntil
post (t, 0 to the consumer is Vs' Iv" . If we either have zero offers or zeroQtt

0
bids at a trading post, then set — = 0.

0
Consumers do not face liquidity constraints. Each consumer faces a

sequence of two budget constraints (except generation 0 consumers). How-

ever, the presence of inside money enables us to reduce these constraints into

a single one. For the existence question it will help to work with the formula-

tion with a single budget constraint. However, when we study dynamics the

recursive formulation enabled by the sequence of constraints is more helpful.

Thus, in the sequential formulation we have:

it ( BLiq:i,
> E I/L1( btt, lh) +'n1/4hEl= 1

it+,
El=a

Qt,/
Bt+1,/qttt1,1 > E/t+tiLt--/,/)

1=1 k u th,	 )	 nit ,hQt+1,1

for h E Ge, t > 1, and tn t ,h E J2 is the saving in the youth. This can be

EhEGt_luGebtfil
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collapsed into the single budget constraint:

	

B t,tqt,t	 Bt-1-1,1qt+u	 It	 It+i

	

Qt,1 h

	
E 	 Qt+i 

t h

+ E(1,3.")
1=1	 1=1	 /=1	 1=1

for h E Gt , t > 1. For the consumers who are old at time period 1 (4 E

we have the single budget constraint.

E	 Q -1 , 1	 � E(bo:0.
1=1	 1=1

For a given a given strategy of a consumer, the consumption allocation

is given as follows.

s,t	 3,1	 3,1	
e 1e'hQ 3,1b

Xt,h = wt,h — qt,h + B' 3,1	 if budget constraint is satisfied
el

Xt,h = 0	 if budget constraint is not satisfied

for t = 0,1,	 , s = t, t 1 if t > 1, and S = + I if t	 0.2

We have defined the set of players, strategies, and payoffs for all the

player. This defines the market game, F. We also define an offer-constrained

market game, Fr), where the offers of each agent (t, h) is constrained to

be equal to -go,. The infinite dimensional vector q is defined as vector

t,li)t>0• As the solution concept we use Nash equilibrium. We also define

a T-Nash equilibrium where the strategies are required to be an equilibrium

strategies only for the first T periods. The definition of Nash equilibria and

T- Nash equilibria can be applied to either the game I' or the game 1-1(V).

2 This is a credible mechanism as the allocation is feasible for all feasible strategies.
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Definition 2.1.

A strategy profile a* = (sth ) hEc,,, t >0 = (67,h ,q t*,h )hca,,t>o is a (Perfect Fors-

esight) Nash Equilibrium for the market game F if:

Ilt,h(SZIocr*-t,h) � n t,h( s t,h, c*-t,h) V(t,h)
	

(3)

Definition 2.2.

A strategy profile 0-(= . 81,h/ heat , t>0( bt ,h, flt,h)hect, t>o and where

(470 s *) ((bC7h,q1:;),(a, 41; 1 )) where a E (0, 00) is a (Perfect Fore-

sight) T - Nash equilibrium for the market game F, T > 1, if the following

holds.3

u t,h (s tA ,cr*, ,h )	 ut,h (s ta„o-* tj,) V(t, h)with t <T - 1

and

aT,h(4,h 7 a*-t,h)	ut,h(st,h,a-* th )	 E GT

and the budget constraint for h E GT is

E
(t, BT,117%	 IT

QT,1	 �
 [ITS

	 •
1=1

3If the utility function is time separable then no restriction needs to be placed on the
next period strategies.

(4)

(5)

(6)
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3 Existence of Nash equilibria

As in static market games, trivially a Nash equilibrium exists where all agents

bid and offer zero. This equilibria is self enforcing. The more interesting

question is whether an equilibrium exists where all the trading posts are open

at all dates. We call such an equilibrium an interior equilibrium or an open

markets equilibrium. We show that this is indeed the case. The strategy

of the proof is to use the method of Balasko and Shell [3], and Balasko,

Cass, and Shell [2] and work with truncation of economies. We show that

if we truncate the economy at any date, T, we have a finite economy and

using the method of Peck, Shell, and Spear [11] there exists an equilibria

with all markets open. As we are also able to get bounds on the bids, by

taking a sequence of the equilibria which form compact sets, (in the product

topology) by increasing the date of truncation, we get a limit point which

is an equilibrium in the entire economy. Before we present that result some

auxiliary results which characterize 'interior' Nash equilibria are given.

In the economy we consider one can define Pareto optimality and short

run Pareto optimality. (See Balasko and Shell [3]).

Definition 3.1.

An allocation (x h ) hEG„ t > 0 is short-run Pareto-optimal (SRPO) if there is

10



no other allocation (Whea t , t > 0, and a T > 0 with the property,

	

E Yh =--.	 E
iLE(Gg _ l uGt )	 he(Gt_luCt)

	

t,h =	 t > T

and ut,h(Yt,h) > u t ,h (x t,h ) V(t, h)

with at least one strict inequality.

Essentially under short run Pareto optimality, we truncate the econ-

omy at some finite date, and consider optimality in the truncated economy

(truncation here means holding allocations fixed after some date). We also

know from the same paper that all Pareto Optimal allocations are SRPO,

and Walrasian equilibria in the overlapping-generations model are SRPO. It

will become apparent that the Nash equilibria are in general not SRPO.

Propostion 3.2.

(i) If the interior Nash Equilibrium allocation x for the market game ln is

autarky, then the endowments w are SRPO.

(ii) If the endowments w are Pareto optimal for the market game I', then

there is a unique interior Nash equilibrium allocation which is autarky.

Proof

See Proposition 2.9 of Peck, Shell, and Spear [11].
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Propostion 3.3.

Let cis ( 57,0h€G,, t>o be a Nash Equilibrium profile for the offer constrained

game F(41. If the bids are strictly positive for all the consumers, i.e., b t,h >

0, V(t, h), then os is also a Nash Equilibrium strategy profile for the market

game P.

Proof See Proposition 2.11 of Peck, Shell, and Spear [11].

To demonstrate existence of an open market Nash equilibrium we will

assume in addition that the endowments of each commodity for all consumers

are uniformly bounded from below and above.

Assumption 3.4.

The endowments of each consumer satisfy the following condition.

0<	 <	 < c7thi l < oo
	

(7)

for all h E Gt for t > 0, 1 = 1,	 , is , and s	 t,t + 1, if t > 1, and

s	 t + 1 if t 0-

To show existence of an open market T-Nash equilibria, we restrict

offers to lie in a set of 'sufficiently large' offers. This set, L(T), is a con-

nected subset of offers with a non-empty interior yielding interior T-Nash

equilibrium. For a definition of L when there is only one period see Peck,

Shell, and Spear [11, pages 285-286]. This can be adapted to give us L(T).
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First we define 4(w(T)) > 0 by the condition that for all h E 0(t), t < T

and all commodities (2, 1), t < T,	 > 4(w(T)), t	 1, ... T, and

x`' 1 1,h 	 e(w(T)), t — 1 = 1,	 , T — 1 for all allocations Xt,h E 11t,h where

Hi,,, is defined as:

h( ,h) and x t , h < (	 E	 tot
)}h,	 E	 ‘4,-"r t,h	 {Xt,h	 Ut,h(Xt,h) > U

hE(Gt-IUGt)	 hE(GtuGt+i)

for all t	 1,	 T. For h. E Go the 'pie- wedge' is only relevant for the old

age. This set is convex, compact, and bounded away from the axes. Hence

there exists a scalar Et,h (w) such that xst, 11' > &h for t	 0,	 , T, s = 1 if

= 0, and s = t,t 1 if t > 1. Now define 4(T)	 inf„,(T)6,h(w)/2. This

scalar exists and is bounded away from zero. Finally, define L(T) as:

L(T) = {(41),1, • • g',#GT) E RI(T)6(T) Wt,h+M > qt ,h > Wt ,h—e(T), t = 0,	 , T, w E 9(71)}

and where 1(T) = /t the total number of commodities through period

T, KT = ET-.0 #Gt the total number of consumers through period T, and

e(t) = (e, . , 4) has the same dimension as the commodity space of consumer

(2,11), t = 0,	 T . Given this, we have the following result for T-Nash

equilibria.

Lemma 3.5

There exist constants constants 0 and 0 such that for any trading post we have

13



0 < <	 < t31 < co for I < T
	

(8)

for any T-Nash equilibrium of the market game I' with q E L(T).

Proof

See Lemma 4.5 in Peck, Shell, and Spear [14

The next result is again stated without proof. The results for existence

of an open-market Nash equilibrium in a static model can be adapted to give

the following.

Proposition 3.6

For any feasible (q,w) E L(T) x ft, there exists an interior T-Nash equi-

librium. Let the set of interior T-Nash equilibria strategies associated with

L(T) be denoted as E(L(T)).

Proof

See Theorem 4.10 in Peck, Shell, and Spear [14

First of all, we have E(L(T +1)) C E(L(T)), T > 1 as the restrictions

are placed on strategies in period T 1 as the time horizon is extended.

Secondly, the sets E(L(T)) are bounded. However, the sets L(T) are open,

making E(L(T)) open as wel1 4 . This is not a problem. Consider a closed,

4The sets L(T) are taken to be open to be able to use degree theory for the existence
proof of T-Nash equilibria
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connected subset with non-empty interior, 11(T) C L(T). We still get the

bounds on the T-Nash equilibrium bids. Now consider the sets E(L'(T))

which is the set of T-Nash equilibria when the offers are restricted to lie

in L'(T). These are non-empty from the result above. The relationship

E(L'(T +1)) C E(L'(T)), T > 1 will hold. This is now a nested sequence of

non-empty compact sets (in the product topology), and hence we know that

there is a point a* E nT E( L' (T)). This will be an open market equilibrium

in the market game P. We have thus shown the following result.

Theorem 3.7

There exists an open market Nash equilibrium to the market game P.

4 Equilibria in the one good model

In this section we consider properties of open market equilibria when there

is only one good (in addition to money) per period. First, we characterize

the equilibria in terms of the first order conditions. As we are ultimately

interested in studying stationarity properties we treat time as running from

—oo to oo. Thus, there are no consumers who consume in only one period.

Proposition 4.1

The open market equilibria are solutions to the following set of equations:
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fort=

Out 3, 	 Qt Bt Out h	 t+lEt+1 =	 (9),	 0axi,h (	 — rn t,h) 2	oxt,h1	 mt,h)2)

...,t,..., h E G t , and where Qt	 (EhE(Gt_luGe)qth)	 A =
(EhE(Gi -1 uGt) q )	 Qt+1

	
EILE(GtuGt+i) 9,1+1 ) — qtt,i1 and Bt-1-1 =

(Ehe(Gt uGt+ ,) biz+1 ) —

Proof

The sequential budget constraints for consumer t, It are:

bti ,h	 Ing,h

b t+1t,h	 nit,h

where Bt	 Ehoc,_,ucoMii an d Qt
period t constraint we have:

Btqtt
Qt

Bt+igtt+hl

Qt+i

= EhE(Gt-iuGt)qt Working with the

btt ,hQt = Bt qtt , h — nit,hQt

= [14 ,h + 13dg:A 	— nit,hQ t

htt,h[qth +	 ti	 CbL im + 	 rrit,hQt

bit ,higLh+Qt— qtt,h1 = Etqtt,h—rnt,hQt

btt ,h Q t beget , h — nit,hgt

f3t qi,h — rnt,hQ tMt,h
Qt

16



and

tql,h— nitAt nit,hQtbttdi	 nzt,h
Qt

[Et — nit,11]41,h
Qt

Similarly, we have

	

f	 + modgitt:Fhl
hitt]	 77102, tr. 1.

Qt1-1

This leads us to the following:

+ M,h

+ [Et - Trtt,h] q1,h= B
Qt

[Et — nit,a]Qt 
QC

[A+1+ nit,h]Qt + 1 Bt+i
Qt-1-1

Using this we have

Qt
Bt [Bt — mt,h]

Qt Qt ,,t
X 

13dt ,h — rnt,hQt
D vt,h =

[B± — tnt,h]Bt	 Qt

and
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En — int,hQt

— rnt,h1

Qt t	 -62 t in t,h
-qt,h —b t hBt	 A — rnt,h

Similarly,

n t4-1	 t+1 bt-F1	 t ,hmit,h (	 vt,h
Bt—Fl int,h

The allocations of consumer t, h in both the time periods are given as:

t	 nt	 qt b h,X tt A _= m-t,h - (11,h -r
, 	 tt 

Bt

t-1-1	 t+1	 _t+1 + Q t+1 bit,fhl
t,h = m- t,h - gt,h -7

Bt+1

Using the result above this can be re-written as:

= tX 01,	 -t,h	
Qtrnt,h 

A — nit ,h

Xt,h 
=	 t+irnt,h

nt+i + rnt,h

The optimization problem for agent 1, h (under perfect foresight which is

equivalent to the Nash assumption) is

(
Max ut,h ta41

QA tmt,h _Q 2+1 rnt,h
catm	

n,A — ni t,h	 t+1 nit,h

(10)
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The first order condition (which are sufficient for interior equilibria) are given

by

a	
I'

Uth 	 Q 	
+

t 	 Qtrrit,h 	)	 ,
,	 A

aXit,h	 (Et— ni t,h)	 (51 – Tnt,h)2

(atit , h	 Qt-1-1 Qt+ont,h 	 )

	

,+ , -	 = 0
axtt :Eh'	 (13i+1 + rtz t,h)	 (BM + rn,)2

which on rearranging gives us

(
+

anti?. 	 Citlit 	 alit ,h	 _e2t--1A-1-1 	 = 0	 (12)
axi,h	 (Et— nit,h) 2	 aXi+1

	

t,h	 Bt+i + Int,h)2

Using the characterization of the interior equilibrium we study ex-

istence of stationary equilibria. In a stationary environment zero-bids and

zero-offers is always a trivial stationary equilibrium. The more interest-

ing issue is of the stationary equilibria where there is always trade at each

date. Even in this case an interior stationary equilibrium with zero-net

trade can exit. We focus on interior stationary equilibrium with non-zero

net trades. We will have non-zero net trades if me ,h � 0. First we study

the case where there is a single consumer in each generation. The con-

sumers are identical except for the date of birth. This will give us the ba-

sic idea of how to extend the result to a general environment. In addition

we impose Inada conditions where the marginal utility of zero consumption

is infinite. To economize on the notation, in a stationary equilibrium, let
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(itt-1-1 = (12,

	

b1, 14+1= b2, qi	 and w = w1, wit+1 = (.02. Also denote

a
7-7 — u 1 and 	
oxt	 ax

ut
t4-1 = U2.

Proposition 4.2

Consider an economy with a single consumer in each generation, and a single

commodity at each date. A stationary equilibrium exists with non-zero net

trade at each date if the economy is of the Samuelson type, i.e.,

t (c4.4 , co tt )I xit 

Ont (col, con I xit+1 < 1.

Proof

The first order conditions that would characterize an interior stationary equi-

librium are:

(Dm 	 q2b2	
+ 	+ U2 (02 m	 	  = 0 (13)

b2 —	 (b2 —7-0 2 	b1 + 1—r i (b1 + 1702

From the budget constraints:

+ Tit -= 	 	 + 62)
91+ q2

62 —	 q2  (61	b2)
91+ q2

we obtain b2 —3-Tt = 	
rri)q2

. Substituting into the first order conditions
qi

and re-arranging we obtain:
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q
— u1 (W1	 glYff	 ( q162) + u2 (W2 + 	  (q2b1) =	 (14)

+	 hi 4-

m

We show that non-zero solutions exist to this equation.

(i) Sell-all equilibria: In this case set q1 = wi , q2 = w2 . Let the first-order

conditions, i.e., equation (13), be denoted as a function h(b1 , 62). Then we

have:

h(b, , b2) = -u1
WI TV,  )	 wirn 

(W1 62) + U2 (W2 +	 (w2h1) = 0
+ viz	 1)1 +

Loiand 62 M + —(61 + Tri).
W2

First, consider hi -4, 0, then b2 --* m(1 +

	

	 It can be easily seen
W2

WI772 that as w1	 	 	 0 we have -u i (-)	 -co. As the other limits are
b, + m

finite, we have	 h(b1, b2 ) = -oo.

Next, next consider bi -+ cc, then b2

	

	 co. In this case, the first half

of the first order condition tends to -co while the second half tends to +co.
/L i (wi )

We thus need to examine the relationship between  , 	 and
u2(w2)

urn 
W2 	 bl

6/ -.00 w1 (rd + 922- (bi + r7/-) .,u, 

Let k = —, we have, h(b1 , 62 ) > 0 -4=> ui(wi) < lim 	
W2	 kb'

WI	 u2(w2)	 61–■00 ill + k(bi + Fri)•

kb,	 oo
ever, as limb,-.00 	 = sappy ling L'HOpital's rule we have:

tit + k(bi -I- Tr") 

How-
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kb, 
lim 	  =61,00 rrt + k(bi + Tri)	 k

Thus, h(b1 , b2 ) > 0 as b i 	oo if and only if

< I.
044 , 04+1

As the function h(b1 , b2) is a continuous function of b1 for bl E (0, oo) there

exists a zero of the function. At this b;, we will also have 14 > 0 as desired.

(ii) General offers: We consider general (qi , q2) > 0. If we look at the first

order condition, and examine the limit as lh 0, the second term of the

first order condition is equal to zero, while the first term becomes:

— , w 2 + th)q	 + k) < 0

where k = 41/42 . Thus, limb,,0 h(b1 , b2,	 q2) < 0. If we look at the limit as

bl —± oo, h(b1 , b2, 91, q2) > 0 requires,

< 1aut e.,4, 4/84+1

as before. Thus, we again get the existence of a stationary equilibrium.

a u t (o):, 4)1 axt,

Ou t (c4, c...4) I

The results indicate that there may be multiple steady-states.
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5 The log-linear economy

In this section we study properties of the equilibria in a particular econ-

omy, one where each consumer has identical log-linear preferences. First, we

characterize interior equilibrium in terms of the first order conditions. Using

this characterization we study stationary equilibria. An in-depth study of

non-stationary equilibria under different forecasting rules is the subject of a

sequel paper. For stationary equilibria, we consider the 'sell-all' equilibrium,

as well as general offers. We can find stationary equilibria in either case.

This indicates an indeterminacy as we can arbitrarily fix the offers and the

savings and still get a stationary equilibrium. However, for if we replicate

agents in each period then the interior stationary Nash equilibria converge

to the Walrasian equilibria of the overlapping generations model with the

same type of agents. The non-autarky stationary Walrasian equilibrium is

unique in this economy. The results we obtain are in accord with the results

for market games with a finite set of markets and a finite set of consumers,

in the sense that as the number of traders becomes large the Nash equilib-

ria approach Walrasian equilibria. This result should generalize to general

economies other than the specific example we consider.

5.1 Example 1

Consider an economy with a single agent in each generation and a single

consumption good in each period. Each generation is identical and has pref-
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w2(bi m) + ginand x 2 = Using these facts, the first order conditions
+ 171

(Equation 14) for a stationary interior equilibrium can be written as:

erences and endowments given by u t (4, 4+1 ) = a In 4 + (1 — a) In 4+', and

(w tt ,w:+i) =	 L02‘.) As we are interested in stationary equilibria, denote

Ou	 Ott	 a1 — 
(4, 4+1 ) = (x i , x 2 ). In this economy we have 	 = —

a 
and

OXi	 x 1	 UX2	 x2

.In addition from the budget constraints we have b2 — m = (b1 m)/1 This
q2

can be used to simplify the allocation rule to yield x 1 = wl (bi m) — qim
+ rn

	

h2(bi b+1 _Ent+ 	 q2bi = 0
z Fm_a { wi(bi +m)rn— qirl qi 	 rnhil

q2

(15)

Straightforward manipulations yield:

	

a(91 m (b1 + m)92) + 	 (1 — a)q2 bi 	 = 0

(b1 m)wi — qim	 (bi + m)w2 + qiut

As we take limits as b i —* 0, we have h(b 1 , b2 ) < 0, and as bi	co, we

have	
—aq2 (1 — a)q2 

h(b1 , b2) = 	 	 > 0 if and only if 1 > 	
a/cui

	

Lai	 w1	 (1 — a)/w2

which is the same condition as in Propostion 3.2.

To solve for the equilibrium bids we specialize the example further

and set a = 1/2. In this case equation (16) can be rewritten as:

(16)
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+ (b1 + 7092101 + m)w2 qinij = q2b2[(b1 rn)wi — qi772]

Now set rn = 1 (this will indicate there is an indeterminacy as the

results hold in a neighbourhood of 1). Then the above expression can be

simplified into a quadratic equation in b1 , given by A(b1 ) 2 Bbl C = 0,

where we have:

A = q2(w2 — wi)

B = (12(w2 — (.4.4 	 291 ) + CO2 (qi + Q2)

C = (qi + (12)(91 + W2)

(i) Sell-all equilibria In this case q i = col and q2 = w2 . If we solve for the

roots we see that B2 — 4AC = 4r 2w1 co2 > 0, where r = co l + w2 . Thus, we do

have real valued bids. There will be one positive root if we have col > 1/2

given that we already have co l > -5

(ii) In the general case we have

B2 — 4AC = (q2) 2 (0 +2qi) 2 (4q1q2w2Q — 4q192QA) (4(w2) 2 Q 2 — 292‘02QA),

where A = W2 -	 and Q =	 q2. This can be shown to be positive for

all (1.01,w2)	 (91, 92)» (0, 0).

5 This restriction is probably an artifact of arbitrarily fixing rn = 1.
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5.2 Example 2

In this example we consider an economy with a stationary population, and

a single consumption good in each period. The generations are identical

and each generation consists of n consumers each of whom has identical

preferences and endowments given by: u t (xl, xit +1 ) = a In + (1 — a) In	 ,

and (4 wrl ) =	 ,w2 ). We drop the subscript indexing consumer h.

In this economy we have, Q = nqf, Qr l rte,	 =	 and B:+1 =

nbrl . Then Qt = Qt — q; = nql+1 — (n-1)(4. Similarly, Et nbrl —(n —1)14,

= nnt+i — (n — 1)( +11:,t+ — vt-f-I 	and Et+, =	 — (n —

Using this the first order conditions for an interior equilibrium (equa-

tion 12) can be rewritten as:

a(ilt — me) 	 Qtf3t 

	

(ht — ifte)wi — Q trnt 	 — nit,h)2

A n-
(1 — a)(ht-E i + rnt)	 Yt+intiri 

(ht+1 + mt)w2 + Qtint (Et+1 mt)2

This simplifies to:

( 1 — a) (2 t+i Bt+i	 aQ eSt 

	

(13t-E 1 + rnt)( 13t+i + me)w2 Q trnt)	 (Bt — Tnt)(Bt — int)coi — Qtritt

Manipulations of the budget constraints in each period for a consumer

yield:

= 0
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q:(13& — m) =	 t (14+ m)

qi+1 (Bt+1 m) =	 t+1 (b:+1 —In)

Add the first expression across all young consumers except consumer 11, and

the second expression for all old consumers to obtain:

	

Qt — m)	 (Mk + (n —1)m)t	 t

	

Vt+I (A+1 m )	 Ot+i(Bt — rim)

where IQ^ Ei�heG t 91,11
nt = EheGt qii,+h17= Eiohca,	 igt+i B:+1

Lt+1
EheGt ve,h •

Leading the first expression one period and adding these two equations we

get:

(2
2 1- 1 (jt+1

Q
t (Bt+1 m) =--i+1(Bt+) — m) = (Et+	 Tre)t+1	 Qt+i

This simplifies to:

(Et+1 m)	 (1)t-F1 — m).Wt-1-1
Once this is substituted into the first order condition, the first order condi-

tion simplifies to:
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( 1 — a)Qt-1-11Qt+1 Bt+i —	 t+i + C2t+i)"11 
Qt+i( Bt-Fi — rrt )[(Et-Fi — m)c.4 ± ' + Qt+1 771 1	 ( Bt	 rn )[( Et — n1)(4)1 — C2t-Firrt]

(17)

Imposing the steady-state assumption gives:

( 1 — a)[0 — (Q+ (2) 711 1	 ei2C2 
— m)(d.)2 + Qm	 (13 — m) tai — elm

In the case of a = 1/2, the above equation can be further simplified to yield

the following quadratic equation

—c02) 132 —m [(0+0)wi+ O (w1 +C2)+00— ‘020+ rn2 (coi +O(0-4 = 0.

The roots B are given by

rn [Cwi +	 w2 + 20] (
2(coi	(.02)	

1 + 1	
4(wi — ‘02)C(Lo1 + 	 )

((col+ w1 — w2 + 2Q)2

where = ({j + Q)/Q. In addition, we have	 (n — 1)b1 + nb2 and

(2 = (n — 1)qi + nq2 . Using this we can simplify the expression for ( as

n (91 + 42) —
C	
1ql 

n (qi + q2) — q2.

Note that	 = 2. Taking limits as the number of consumers in each

generation goes to oo we have:
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/4 + b; = lim —
71—■00 n

771	 k4.11 + col — (4)2 -I- 2(nq2 + (n — 1)41)= 	  lim

	

W IL — W2 n—.oc	 Ti

2711 ( q1 + q2) =
wi - w2

Note that the expression in the large bracket giving the roots of ft goes to 0

as we take limits. Hence, we have

/4 + b;	 2m

g 1 + 92	 wi — ‘02

which are the competitive equilibrium prices in the stationary monetary equi-

librium of the overlapping generations economy with the same type of agents.
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